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to make families
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ABOUT ADAM

WHO IS THIS ADAM GUY REALLY?
Though he claims to be in constant

financial planning and access to capital

pursuit of balance, Adam more often

markets for his clients as a fiduciary.

seems to be swinging far off base—one

After establishing his own financial

way or the other. Support the family,

services company, Adam joined DI in 2006

engage civically, create value, appreciate

confident it would be a more effective

talent and beauty, nurture the body and

way to accomplish his mission—to help

spirit, give charitably, have fun, and

change the financial services industry.
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He loves working with clients and spends

Adam has six children. His wife, Hayli,
is a saint. He prefers "doing" over
"spectating" and some may find some of
his activities too risky. Adam justifies
this risk taking on the fact that he is

a considerable amount of time on firm
organization; helping ensure the fees,
compensation, and delivery of investment
advice is not only in the clients’ best
interest, but scalable within the Firm.

relatively risk averse when investing.
Since 2001, Adam has provided holistic
Adam Leavitt has been constructing
wealth solutions for a diverse clientele
of individuals and institutions for
more than 15 years. He specializes in
comprehensive financial planning and
asset management with considerable
experience regarding trusts, qualified
retirement plans, non-profits, and
private equity. He is a CERTIFIED
FINANCIAL PLANNER™ professional
and a registered financial advisor with
the National Association of Personal
Financial Advisors.

For additional information about Disciplined Investments, please contact us at 918.388.2690 or support@ht-di.com.

